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Over the past decade, mechanical adjusting devices (MADs) were a major source of debate within the Chiropractors’ Association of Saskatchewan (CAS). Since Saskatchewan was the only jurisdiction in North America to prohibit the use of MADs, the CAS established a committee in 2001 to review the literature on MADs. The committee evaluated the literature on the efficacy, safety, and uses of moving stylius instruments within chiropractic practice, and the educational requirements for chiropractic practice. Following the rating criteria for the evaluation of evidence, as outlined in the Clinical Guidelines for Chiropractic Practice in Canada (1994), the committee reviewed 55 articles – all of which pertained to the Activator. Of the 55 articles, 13 were eliminated from the final study. Of the 42 remaining articles, 6 were rated as class 1 evidence; 11 were rated as class 2 evidence and 25 were rated as class 3 evidence.

In this article – the first in a series of two – the background and the methods utilized by the MAD committee’s activities are described, as well as the results for the review of the literature on efficacy. Of the 21 articles related to efficacy, five were identified as Class 1 evidence.


Dans cet article, premier d’une série de deux, le contexte et les méthodes utilisées lors des activités du comité sur les appareils à mise au point mécanique ont...
Conclusion

The use of Mechanical Adjusting Devices (MAD) in Saskatchewan has been debated for the past decade. The use of MADs in Saskatchewan is currently not sanctioned by the CAS as part of chiropractic scope of practice and contrary to Regulatory Bylaw 19(1)C which states that: “no member shall use a machine or mechanical device as a substitute method of adjustment by hand of any one or more of the several articulations of the human body.” This has led to several motions and votes to change the bylaw to allow its use within the scope of practice in Saskatchewan. Saskatchewan is the only jurisdiction in North America which prohibits the use of mechanical adjusting devices. The membership has repeatedly voted against its use within the province, which has led to this review of the literature.

On June 2, 2001 at the Annual General Meeting of the Chiropractors’ Association of Saskatchewan (CAS), a motion was passed to strike a committee to review the literature on the Activator and other mechanical adjusting devices. The motion read as follows:

THAT, a separate committee be created within the Modes of Care committee to review the literature pertaining to the use of the Activator and other similar instruments. This committee shall provide a report to the CAS membership at least one month prior to the Fall General Meeting of 2001. A reasonably held minority opinion will also be allowed for in this report. The committee shall be comprised of 3 members of the Board’s choosing and 3 members acceptable to the 42 members’ who called for the special meeting in April, 2001. At least two of the members are to be female. No member of the Board since 1990 shall sit on this committee, nor shall any member directly involved in the lawsuit from either side.

This exclusion clause was included in the above motion because a group of practitioners sued the CAS when the Activator became an issue. Some members of the Board were named individually as defendants and others were involved as witnesses. It was felt that anyone involved in the lawsuit should be excluded from the MAD committee.

In the establishment of the committee, it became clear that there would be a significant cost of conducting a review of the literature, and therefore, the CAS allocated a budget for the MAD committee. In addition, a chairperson, who was named separately from the committee members, was responsible for the administration of the committee. The chairperson would not hold voting privileges and served as a facilitator.
During the November of 2001 fall general meeting of the CAS, debate arose whether the committee should proceed or not and the motion was amended to read the following:

THAT, the Activator committee evaluate the literature with the intent that they will report back to the membership with a recommendation on the efficacy, safety, uses and educational requirements/standards of mechanical adjusting devices for consideration for use in Saskatchewan and this to be accomplished, if possible, by May 1, 2002.

The motion was intended to direct the committee to evaluate the scientific literature concerning mechanical adjusting devices and provide a time line for filing the report. The motion was passed and the chairperson was given the budget and charged to proceed with the committee.

The committee consisted of the following:
Dr. Shane Taylor, Chair
Dr. John Triano          Dr. Dale Mierau
Dr. Lesley Biggs        Dr. Christopher Colloca
Dr. Nicole Arnold       Dr. Bruce Symons

The committee held several conference calls to determine the process they would follow and set the guidelines which they felt would best suit the needs of the members of the CAS, as well the needs of the committee members who were spread throughout North America.

Methods
Due to the fact that the members of this committee live throughout North America, teleconference and e-mail were considered the easiest and least expensive way to carry out the mandate of the committee.

It was agreed by the committee members that a conflict of interest statement which was signed by each committee member, would become part of the final report. (See Appendix A) One member raised a potential conflict of interest which was discussed within the group. It was agreed that this member should remain part of the process due to his/her expertise in this area.

At the outset, the committee decided that there needed to be agreement on exactly what the questions should be asked. After reviewing the CAS motion, the committee decided that the following questions needed to be answered:

What is the evidence in the literature on efficacy, safety, and uses of moving stylus instruments within chiropractic practice?

If evidence exists, what are the educational requirements for moving stylus instruments within chiropractic practice?

The committee agreed that each member would submit keywords for a literature search by February 8, 2002. The literature search was performed at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College utilizing the following keywords and searching MEDLINE, MANTIS, and CINAHL and the INDEX TO CHIROPRACTIC LITERATURE:

Literature Search for Mechanical Adjusting Devices Committee
March 2002

Index to Chiropractic Literature and Mantis

Subject terms searched:
Activator method
Chiropractic/adverse effects
Chiropractic/instrumentation
Chiropractic/methods
Diagnosis/instrumentation
Pettibon method

Keywords searched:
Activator
Instrumentation
Instruments
Stylus
Mechanical adjusting device(s)

CINAHL

Headings searched:
Chiropractic
Chiropractic assessment
Chiropractic manipulation
The MAD Committee, via the CAS, invited the membership of the CAS to submit information for the committee’s consideration by February 28, 2002. All information was to be sent directly to the chairperson. The committee decided not to accept newspaper articles, magazine articles, conference proceedings and journal articles that were not peer-reviewed. Dr. Colloca had an initial reference list which he submitted to the group to use as a cross reference for material gathered. All new material was added to Dr. Colloca’s list.

In total there were 55 pieces of evidence that were accepted for review. The committee decided that the chairperson would separate the literature into six equal parts and distribute 1/6th to each member of the committee. Each member classified each piece of evidence according to an agreed data extraction template (See Appendix B). The assessment of the evidence followed a procedure rating which answered to one of three statements: 1) That the evidence supports safety, uses, efficacy and educational requirements. 2) That evidence does NOT support safety, uses, efficacy and education requirements. 3) That there is NO evidence to support safety, uses, efficacy and educational requirements. The quality of the evidence was determined according to the rating guidelines in the Glenerin proceedings found in Clinical Guidelines for Chiropractic Practice in Canada 1994. The guidelines were amended (as identified in bold) to reflect the mandate of the committee.

Class 1: Evidence provided by one or more well-designed controlled clinical trials; or well-designed experimental studies that address reliability, validity, positive predictive value, discriminability, sensitivity, efficacy or safety.

Class 2: Evidence provided by one or more well-designed uncontrolled, observational clinical studies, such as case-control, cohort studies, etc; or clinically relevant basic science studies that address reliability, validity, positive predictive value, discriminability, sensitivity, specificity, efficacy or safety; and published in refereed journals.

Class 3: Evidence provided by expert opinion, descriptive studies or case reports on the topics of safety or efficacy.

Once completed, each member submitted their review to the chairperson who copied and sent out all the information to each member who, in turn, reviewed all pieces of evidence and determined whether they agreed or disagreed with the classification.

The committee then held a conference call to discuss and resolve points of dispute. There were nineteen articles disputed. Some disputes were minor word changes and others changed the class of evidence. The final classification for all nineteen were unanimously agreed upon and changed accordingly. The chairperson then took all of the information and formed evidence tables under the headings of SAFETY, USES OR USAGE, EFFICACY and EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS. Utilizing these evidence tables, the members of the committee were asked to write an essay on the four topics indicating whether they thought there was enough evidence, not enough evidence or no evidence to support safety, uses or usage, efficacy and educational requirements.

---

Text words searched:
Chiropract*
Activator*
Spinal manipulation
Mechanical adjusting device*
Integrator
Stylus

MEDLINE

MeSH terms used:
Electromyography
Manipulation, Spinal
Chiropractic/instrumentation

Text words searched:
Same as for the other indexes
The committee decided beforehand how the vote would be interpreted in order to determine if the committee had reached consensus. If there was a vote of 4:2, then the committee had reached consensus. The two members who disagreed would be invited to submit a minority report to attach to the final report. If there was a tie (a tie meaning either a 3:3 or 2:2:2 split), then the committee had not reached consensus. If there was a 3:2:1 vote split after discussions, then three would be considered majority and a consensus had been reached. The others who voted 2:1 would be invited to give a minority report to attach to the final report.

The chairperson distributed the essays to each member for their review prior to the final conference call, at which time the committee voted on the questions regarding the safety, efficacy and uses of MAD. Before the voting took place, each question was discussed, giving each member an opportunity to provide a rationale for their point of view. Following voting, the members gave final instructions and guidance to the chairperson, who compiled the final report which was then submitted to committee members for their comments on style but not content.

Although the committee was asked to review all mechanical adjusting devices, only research about the Activator instrument was found utilizing the inclusion criteria established by the committee. Since no other mechanical adjusting device material was found, Activator Methods was the only device that the committee reviewed.

“The Activator Adjusting Instrument (Activator Methods, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.) is a low-force, moving stylus-type of mechanical instrument. The AAI is powered by the fixed potential energy of a spring that propels a 16-g hammer into a 30–g stylus. The spring is compressed manually by squeezing a sliding handle located on the shank of the instrument, and at a predetermined point is activated, propelling the hammer into the stylus. An 80-durometer rubber tip is attached to the end of the stylus and reduces the impulse force shock delivered to the spine slightly when the instrument is activated.”

Statistics
Following the conference call discussing the classification of articles, the following statistics were extrapolated.

1) 55 articles were accepted for review.
2) 13 of them did not relate at all to the questions to be answered and were therefore not included in the evidence tables.
3) The 42 remaining articles were rated as follows:
   a. 6 were rated as class 1 evidence
   b. 11 were rated as class 2 evidence
   c. 25 were rated as class 3 evidence
4) 30 of the articles were related to usage or uses.
5) 20 of the articles related to efficacy.
6) 16 of the articles related to safety.
7) 5 of the articles related to educational standards.

Evidence tables were created for each subcategory of efficacy, safety, usage or uses and educational standards.

The remainder of this article provides a review of the literature on the efficacy of MAD. The issues of safety, use and usage, and educational requirements will be discussed separately in a subsequent article appearing the JCCA.

Results
Summary of the literature on efficacy
Of the 21 studies examining efficacy either implicitly or explicitly, 4 were RCT and 1 was a cohort (Class 1 Evidence), 2 were experimental (Class 2 Evidence), 1 was a clinical trial (Class 2 evidence), 11 were case studies, 1 was a case series and 1 was a review of the literature.

Class 1 Evidence
Of the RCT studies, Wood, Colloca, Mathews (2001) compared standard Diversified Technique to Mechanical Force Manually Assisted (MFMA) manipulation in the treatment of cervical spine dysfunction in a sample of 30 patients. These authors found no statistical differences between the two groups; both groups showed significant improvement after the treatment phase and at a one month follow-up. Cervical range of motion (ROM) showed statistically significant changes for both groups during the treatment phase, but the differences between groups was not significant at the end of treatment or one month following.

"The evidence tables can be found on the JCCA website; the references for efficacy, safety, use and usage, and educational requirements will be presented separately in the article reviewing these issues."
Keller and Colloca (2000) demonstrated that maximal voluntary contraction of the lumbar paraspinal musculature was increased according to electromyography (EMG) measurements following Activator adjusting. It is uncertain if the patients were randomized into treatment, sham and control groups. But because of the nature of treatment, it would have been obvious to the control group that they were in fact the control. This article is an interesting demonstration of the various factors mechanical adjusting devices and potentially manual adjusting can effect.

In a pilot study \((n = 14)\) of patients with unilateral neck pain, Yurkiw and Mior (1996) found no statistically significant differences on left and right lateral flexion scores, and VAS scores differences for patients receiving MAD and SMT treatments. Although the trend was toward clinical improvement for both treatments, it was not statistically significant. The clinical significance and clinical relevance of the results of both of these studies are limited by the small sample sizes of subjects participating in the research protocol making them both prone to Type II error. A lack of the ability to blind the experimenters could be a source of experimenter bias. Similarly, Gemmell and Jacobson (1995) found in sample of 30 patients no statistical differences between Meric and Activator adjustments to reduce acute low back pain.

Yates et al., (1988) conducted a study \((n = 21)\) of patients with elevated blood pressure who were randomly assigned to one of three conditions, active treatment (which received a chiropractic adjustment delivered by an Activator); a placebo group (which received a sham adjustment delivered by an Activator delivered in the off position); a control group (which received no treatment). The study found statistically significant differences between the Active Treatment Condition Group, and the placebo group and control group. Lower blood pressure readings were documented for the active treatment group. The study also reported lowered states of anxiety for the active treatment group and control groups but an elevated anxiety score for the placebo group. This study was prone to the placebo effect; however it is unclear whether or not the lower blood pressures and lowered states of anxiety were statistically significant.

The number of patients/subjects included in the studies of the effect of the activator instrument on musculoskeletal conditions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>number treated with activator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Back Pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Keller and Colloca</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Gemmel and Jacobson</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical spine pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Wood Colloca Mathews</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Yurkiw and Mior</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the data from the four Class I clinical studies was pooled, the total number of subjects treated with the activator instrument was 57; 35 subjects experienced cervical spine pain and 22 experienced low back pain.

**Class 2 Evidence**

Basic science research comprises two of the three studies rated as Class II Evidence. Symons et al., (2000) demonstrated physiologic responses associated with Instrument delivered spinal adjustments. In a sample of 9 patients and 83 observations reported, Symons et al reported that thrusts delivered by an Activator instrument to the entire spine elicited an 68% positive response rate overall. However, positive responses varied across the spine ranging from 94% for sacroiliac SMT thrusts to 50% for cervical thrusts. They concluded that a reflex response elicited by treatment with an Activator instrument is quantitatively and qualitatively different than the response elicited by a manual treatment and that the physiologic and clinical relevance of the reflex response they observed remains unknown.

Herzog, Kawchuk and Conway (1993) attempted to quantify the pre-load and peak forces associated with moving stylus instruments and spinal manipulative therapy (SMT). They reported no significant correlation between preload and \(\Delta F\) forces for treatments using the Activator instrument in contrast to the four of the five manual techniques. A statistically significant correlation between preload and \(\Delta F\) was found for the manual techniques.

A moving stylus device has been found to be effectively used in a research setting “detuned” as a placebo in a study by Hawk et al. (1999). In a comparison of flexion-distraction table technique with the AAI set on 0 used to perform
a sham adjustment, they found that VAS and GWBS scores improved with both treatments; a somewhat greater improvement occurred in most cases with the active treatment. This study was also subject to the placebo effect. That same cohort study ($n = 18$) indicates that the role of placebos needs to be examined more thoroughly.

**Class 3 Evidence**

In a descriptive case series study of 10 patients suffering whiplash, Osterbauer et al., (1992) reported a statistically significant decrease in overall mean pain scores and increased range of motion after treatment. In case series study of 10 patients with low back pain, Osterbauer et al. (1993) found a statistically significant difference in VAS scores and Oswestry Index scores after receiving a MFMA SMT. The majority, but not all patients, reported a decline in back pain and increased function; these improvements remained stable at a one year follow-up.

Improved clinical outcomes were reported in case reports of patients with post-surgical neck syndrome, coccygodynia, lumbar disc herniation, frozen shoulder, with metastatic carcinoma, plantar fascitis, torn medial meniscus, two cases of Bell’s palsy, otitis media, and sciatic neuropathy and lumbar disc herniation. Of these studies, 5 provided opinion that MFMA SMT may provide an alternative when there are contraindications to using manual SMT.

**Conclusion**

After reviewing the literature and after much debate the committee reached consensus (4 to 2) that, while all of these studies are flawed to varying degrees and the literature is generally weak in strength, the evidence in the literature supports the statement that MAD procedures using Activator are as effective as manual HVLA in producing clinical benefit and biological change.

We agree with the conclusion that “the studies are flawed to varying degrees” and that “the literature is generally weak in strength.” Where we disagree is over the statement that “the evidence in the literature supports the statement that MAD procedures using Activator are as effective as manual HVLA in producing clinical benefit and biological change.” Based on our reading of the literature, we believe that the findings of studies classified as Class I do not indicate MFMA as more or less efficacious than other SMT techniques. In total, only 56 subjects over 4 studies were treated with the Activator instrument in studies classified as Class 1. Of those 56, 10 had subacute neck pain (7 in Yurkiw and Mior, 1996; 3 in Wood et al., 2001), 12 had chronic neck pain (Wood et al., 2001) 14 had acute low back pain (Gemmell and Jackson, 1995), and the duration of the LBP was unknown for 20 (Keller et al., 2000).

The tally of subjects treated with the Activator instrument across the 4 studies was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neck Pain</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute neck pain</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subacute neck pain</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic neck pain</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Back Pain (LBP)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute LBP</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subacute LBP</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic LBP</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown LBP</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total spine pain</strong></td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure and anxiety</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The review of the literature did not reveal any studies
of the efficacy of MAD for patients with acute neck pain, subacute LBP or chronic LBP.

For studies with outcome measures that can be directly related to patient centered outcomes such as pain and function (omitting the study that used sEMG as the only outcome measure), the review of the literature documented results for 24 patients with neck pain (10 patients with subacute neck pain, 14 patients with chronic neck pain) and 14 patients with acute LBP were treated with MAD.

Smaller studies are, on average, conducted with less methodological rigor than larger studies. Trials of lower quality tend to show larger treatment effects (Schultz 1995, Moher 1998).

In our view, there is not enough evidence in the literature at this time to draw a definitive conclusion that MAD are more or less efficacious. Moreover, the limitations of the studies outlined by the authors themselves (see below) should not be taken lightly, and deserve consideration. In each of the 4 clinical studies, the authors present their findings as preliminary (i.e. as pilot studies) and call for a full-scale randomized controlled trial in order to verify their findings.

In the following sections, we present a more detailed analysis in support of our argument. We examine the types and strengths of evidence and its relationship to randomization; the relationship between statistical sources of error, statistical and clinical significance, effect size and sample size; measurement error; outcome measures; and a summary of the investigators’ comments on the relevance of their work to clinical practice. Where applicable, we have included definitions of technical terms.

### A. Types and Strength of Evidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength of evidence</th>
<th>Method of study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongest</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled clinical trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparative clinical trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cohort study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case control study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakest</td>
<td>Case report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A **randomized controlled trial** is without any doubt the best way to address questions of therapeutic efficacy. A random numbers table or some other mathematical method of randomization is used. Two or more groups are chosen at random, one receives the treatment and one does not. The only study in the literature reviewed that could be considered a full-scale randomized controlled trial was by Yates et al (1988).

**Controlled clinical trials** study at least one treatment and one control treatment with concurrent enrolment and follow-up of the test and control treated groups. The treatments to be administered are selected by a pseudo-random process, (e.g. a coin toss, odd-even numbers, medical record number). The Keller and Colloca (2000) study would likely have fallen into this category had they described their method of randomization of subjects.

A **comparative clinical trial** differs from a randomized control trial and a controlled clinical trial because it does not include an untreated control group. It is designed to compare two treatments by randomly allocating subjects to treatment groups. It is useful tool to compare treatments for a condition but it has limited strength because of the lack of an untreated control group. The trials published by Yurkiw and Mior (1996), Gemmel and Jacobson and Wood et al (1995) fall into this category.

For the purposes of this review, randomized controlled trials, controlled clinical trials and comparative clinical trials were assigned to the category of Class 1 evidence.

**The Importance of Randomization**

There are two important reasons for the use of caution when interpreting the results of non-randomized studies.

1. **Randomization** is the only way to control for unknown or unmeasured confounders. Non-randomized studies tend to overestimate the effects of health care intervention or treatment (Sacks et al., 1982; Chalmers et al., 1983; Schulz et al., 1995).

2. The inclusion of studies other than controlled trials in a review can increase the risk that the result of the review is influenced by publication bias (Dickersin and Min, 1993) or selection bias (Kunz et al., 1998).

It is appropriate to conduct a review of non-randomized studies of the effects of an intervention if the effects of the condition are so uniform or dramatic that it is unnecessary or unethical to wait for an RCT. The only method to establish confidence that a treatment if effica-
cious, without a randomized controlled trial, is in the circumstance that the treated condition is followed by, or results in, death. (Sackett et al., 1985).

In the absence of evidence from randomized controlled trials, it is incorrect to simply default to the best available evidence, such as weak cohort studies or case series (Sackett et al., 1985).

B. The relationship between statistical sources of error, statistical and clinical significance, effect size and sample size

Conclusions from a study should not be considered as evidence of efficacy unless there are clear statistical and clinical differences between groups. The lack of a statistical difference in outcome measures between two or more groups (treated with different interventions in a small, uncontrolled study) does not allow one to reach a conclusion that the effect(s) of the interventions are equivalent. What follows is an explanation and rationale for this statement.

Definitions

Clinical significance refers to the practical importance of a reported difference in clinical outcomes between treated and control patients. It is usually expressed in terms of the size of the treatment effect.

Statistical significance is used to identify whether or not the results and conclusions drawn by the authors are likely to be true (regardless of the clinical importance or significance).

The two potential sources for statistical error are summarized in Table I (appendix A) (Sackett et al., 1985: 183):

• a false positive result (cell x) is called a type I error. A type I error is easy to spot because the reported P value (or α as it is called before the study begins i.e. p < .05) is greater than 0.05 or 1 chance in 20. The smaller the reported P value, the more confident one can be that MAD is better than MM.
• an erroneous false negative conclusion is called a type II error (cell y). The size of the risk to arrive at this erroneous conclusion is called B.

By convention, investigators usually accept a 5% risk of drawing a false-positive type I error (a risk of 0.05) and accept a 20% risk of concluding that the outcomes of the compared treatments do not produce different clinical outcomes when they really do (a false negative type II error of 0.20). If B is 0.20 then the power of the study is 1-B (80%).

The probability of arriving at a true positive conclusion when one is correct in doing so is called the power of the study.

The accepted settings for statistical risk are:
• the false positive risk (α) at 0.05
• the false negative risk (β) at 0.20.

To the risks of statistical error are added:
• the expected rate of outcome events for patients assigned to treatment and/or control groups,
• the degree of difference in outcomes that are considered clinically significant between treated and non treated groups or between two or more treated groups,
• the number of subjects in each group.

If one can estimate, 4 of the 5 variables, one can calculate the 5th. Pilot studies are done to allow investigators to more accurately predict or estimate some of the error variables. A larger sample size can counteract underestimation of the other sources of error including α and B.

Relevance

Three of the 5 studies categorized as Class 1 did not re-
port a statistically significant difference between the MAD and MM groups. If the difference between MAD and MM is not statistically significant, were the trials large enough to show a clinically important difference if it was really there? This decision can be easily made with tables that provide sample size guidelines based on predetermined statistical criteria. (Sackett 1985:186–87).

Yurkiw and Mior (1996) estimated that a sample size of 150 subjects was required in each treatment group to adequately study the relative effects of MAD and MM on subacute neck pain. Gemmel and Jacobsen (1995) estimated that 1200 subjects in each treatment group were required to study the relative effects on acute low back pain. These sample sizes are far larger than the number of subjects used in the Yurkiw and Mior (1996), and Gemmel and Jacobsen (1995) studies.

This review of the literature did not identify published sample size estimates for the future investigation of acute neck pain, chronic neck pain, subacute low back pain and chronic low back pain with the MAD device. Clinical investigation of the treatment of these conditions with MAD still requires more investigation to estimate sample size.

C. Measurement Error
Wood et al., 2001: 264)) and Yurkiw and Mior (1996: 161) alerted readers to the precision, or lack of it, in the cervical range of motion measurement device (CROM). The CROM scale is in 2 degree increments. One could safely assume at least a +/- 2 degrees (4 degree total margin of error), although the margin of error could be greater due to error inherent in examiner testing as described by Yurkiw and Mior (1996).

D. Outcome Measures
Outcomes reported in clinical trials of efficacy should measure changes that are important to patients. At the Mercy Center Conference, in his discussion of selecting outcome measures when evaluating clinical interventions, Paul Shekelle (1993) emphasized that every effort should be made to base decisions regarding efficacy on ‘scientific demonstrations of benefit to patients.’ Further, he argued that ‘benefit to patients’ means outcomes that matter to patients such as ‘relief of pain or ability to resume usual activities.’ ‘Benefit to patients’ does not mean improvement in the results of diagnostic tests such as EMG or x-rays (Shekelle, 1993). One investigation, included as Class I evidence of efficacy, studied a treated group, a sham treated group and a control group (Keller and Colloca, 2000). The outcome measure used in the study (sEMG), while it may be of interest to those who study spinal pain, has no application to the treatment, or the outcome of a treatment for spinal pain. The results of this study do not support the efficacy of the Activator instrument because the outcome measure has no relevance to patients.

E. Sources of Error in Uncontrolled Studies, including Comparative Clinical Trials

Definitions

Placebo effect refers to the psychological or psycho physiological effects of a placebo; i.e. a patient’s need or tendency to report a treatment effect. A patient’s perception of the effects of a treatment can have an effect on the subject (placebo effect) that may be as profound or measurable as the treatment itself (Turner et al., 1994).

Hawthorne Effect refers to the tendency for subjects who are being watched or studied to perform in an unusual manner. Usually subjects perform at a higher level, or a level that the subject perceives to be better, when being watched or studied. The intangible effect of participating in a study (Hawthorne effect) can affect the results of such participation.

Relevance
Four studies compared MAD (in one case MAD set to 0 to provide a placebo treatment) to another intervention for spinal pain. In all four studies, there was documented improvement for the entire subject sample without a significant difference between the groups. (Yurkiw and Mior, 1996; Gemmell and Jacobson, 1995; Wood et al., 2001; Hawk et al; 1999.)

The study with the placebo treatment was a two-period crossover study of a sham adjustment with an Activator instrument (set to 0) and a flexion distraction technique. Both interventions demonstrated the same phenomenon; that is, improvement in outcome measures in both treated groups without a significant difference in outcomes between the groups (Hawk et al., 1999). The authors attrib-
uted the improvement in outcome measures of both groups without a significant difference between the groups to the placebo effect.

Three comparative clinical studies documented a very slight, but statistically significant improvement in outcome measures for both interventions, but no difference in outcome measures for the interventions individually or compared to one another (Yurkiw and Mior, 1996; Gemmell and Jacobson, 1995; Wood et al., 2001). Yurkiw and Mior (1996) mentioned the possibility of a placebo effect to explain the improvement in outcomes for both groups. Keller and Colloca (2000) couldn’t attribute the positive changes in MVC lumbar sEMG changes directly to the Activator treatment. Wood et al. (2001) concluded that it was necessary to include an untreated control to understand the true clinical effects of the manipulative procedures. Gemmell and Jacobson (1995) discussed the possibility that subjects, knowing that they were involved in a research project, may have been biased toward reporting an expected reduction of pain. The design and results of these studies does not allow one to reach a conclusion about the efficacy of the treatments.

F. Summary of the Investigators’ Comments on the Relevance of their Work to Clinical Practice

The review performed by the MAD committee was conducted to assess the present state of the literature on the efficacy of the Activator instrument. All clinical studies to date are described as inadequate to support a conclusion of efficacy by the authors who conducted the studies. We agree with these conclusions for the reasons given above. All the authors state that studies with more subjects, and an untreated control group, are required to draw conclusions regarding the relative efficacy of MAD in a clinical setting. To illustrate this point we submit the following:

1. Keller and Colloca (2000) reported a statistical difference between MAD treatment, sham treatment and a control group using sEMG as the outcome measure. The study was not randomized, the investigators were not blinded and the nature of the LBP was not documented (i.e. acute, subacute or chronic). The clinical significance and relevance of this finding should be carefully assessed. The value of the outcome measure used (sEMG) with respect to ‘benefit to patients’ is not known. To quote the authors:

- ‘a larger group size comparison is necessary to substantiate this finding.’
- ‘the positive changes in MVC lumbar sEMG output cannot be directly attributed to the SMT treatment alone ...’

2. Wood et al. (2001) stated in their conclusion: ‘ ... these results would have supported the use of MFMA (MAD) and HVLA (MM) manipulation for cervical spine dysfunction only if a control group had been studied with the investigation.’

3. Yurkiw and Mior (1996) identified their results as not statistically significant and recommended modifications for future study including a larger sample size. Their sample size estimate was for at least 150 subjects in each group.

4. Gemmell and Jacobsen (1995) documented no difference in relative effectiveness between MAD and MM. They implicated a Type II error and recommend that ‘judgment be suspended until the study can be repeated by other researchers.’

5. Yates et al. (1988) authored a study that was sound in design and recommendations for future study. It is a shame that the work was not carried forward.

G. Conclusion

Conclusions regarding the strength of published evidence for efficacy of a treatment can be subjected to the following 5 considerations (Hill, 1971):

1. How good is the quality of the reviewed trials?
   The committee agreed unanimously that the quality of the reviewed trials was weak.

2. How large and significant are the observed effects?
   The observed effects were not large. Rather, relative to the hypotheses, they were insignificant.

3. How consistent are the effects across trials?
   The lack of a significant difference between compared treatments was consistent across trials.

4. Is there a clear dose-response relationship?
   A dose-response relationship was not discussed in any of the reviewed trials.

5. Is there indirect evidence that supports the inference?
Indirect evidence (i.e. both interventions improved scores on outcome measures) was present and it was discussed, but the indirect evidence (improvement in outcome measures for both treatments including a detuned Activator) was not specific to either intervention.

6. Have other plausible competing explanations of the observed effects (e.g. bias or co-intervention) been ruled out?

Plausible competing explanations for the observed effects are presented above.

We submit that the deliberations of this committee overestimated the validity and clinical relevance of the literature reviewed about the Activator instrument. We feel compelled to put forward the position, that a larger, robust randomized controlled trial is necessary to support the conclusion of a level of efficacy equivalent to that of manual manipulation/adjustment for the treatment of spinal pain/dysfunction.

References: Majority Report
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